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A decision maker will allocate his goods to appearing customers during the given periods. There are finite 

types of customers. Each type of customer appears with a given probability at the beginning of each period. When the 

customer appears, the decision maker sells some of his goods to acquire the expected reward which depends on the 

number of goods sold and the type of appearing customer. Unsold goods at the end of each period perish at the begin

ning of next period with some probability. The objective is to find a sequence of optimal number of goods to be sold 

which maximizes the total expected reward. Some properties of an optimal policy are investigated and some simple 

examples are presented. 

1. Introduction 

A decision maker will allocate his goods to appearing customers during 

the given periods. The customer appears one by one at the beginning of each 

period with some fixed probability. The decision maker obtains the reward 

which depends on the number of goods sold and the appearing customer. How 

does he allocate his goods to maximize the total expected reward? 

Sequential allocation problems described above were studied by many au

thors. In [1,2,3,4] it was assumed that the unsold goods at the end of each 

period did not perish. The present paper considers the sequential allocation 

problem where the unsold goods at the end of each period stochastica11y perish 

at the beginning of next period. 

An outline of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 our problem is for

mulated into a dynamic programming one. In Section 3 some properties of an 
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optimal policy are discussed. In Section 4 some examples are presented to 

illustrate our model. 

2. Model and Formulation 

203 

The decision maker will allocate M units of his goods to appearing cus

tomers during given periods N. There are I types of customers. The customer 

appears one by one at the beginning of I~ach period, where the type i customer 

appears with probability r.(n) (i=l, .•.• I, n=l, ... ,N)(n denotes the number of 
1-

remaining periods), and no customer with probability rO(n) (rO(n)+ooo+rI(n)=l). 

When he sells j units of goods (j=O, ... . M) to the type i customer, he obtains 

the immediate reward R. (n,j), where R. (n,j) is assumed to be a nondecreasing 
1- 1-

concave function of j and R.(n,O)=O. Each of unsold goods at the end of each 
1-

period perishes at the beginning of next period with a given probability. The 

objective is to find an optimal sequential allocation procedure which maxi

mizes the total expected reward by allocating M units of goods to the appear

ing customers during N periods. 

Consider, for example, a company which trades in perishable goods such as 

fresh vegetable and raw fish or up-to-date electronic devices, and customers 

who place an order with the company for the perishable goods. The length of 

each period may be appropriately determined so that at most one order is 

placed at each period. Unsold goods at the end of each period become value

less with a given ratio at the beginning of next period because of their per

ishing nature. The ratio may be regarded as a perishing probability. Yet the 

model discussed in the last paragraph is not applicable to this example di

rectly since the reward function Ri(n,o) in the model is independent of the 

quantity of order of customer. If the quantities of order of customer can be 

classified into finite classes, then by determining reward functions and prob

abilities of appearance appropriately we can interpret the i-th customer with 

j-th quantity of order as an (i,j) type of customer. Then the model can be ap

plicable to this example. Also, in the case of trading in electronic devices 

in stead of perishable goods, the model may be applicable, because some ratio 

of unsold electronic devices become valueless by the rapid development of 

electronic technique. 

Concentrating on our model we define the following notations: 

n P =(Pn'Pn-l, ... ,Pl ): the perishing probability vector (see Fig.l), 

. n-l V
n

(m;1-,p )=the maximum total expected reward when there are n pe-
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riods remaining, m units of goods are on hand, the type 

i eustomer is appearing, the perishing probability vec-
. . b n-l d . 1 li f 11 tor. 1S g1ven y p , an an opt1ma po cy 0 ows. 

V (m,pn)=the maximum total expected reward when m units of goods are n 
on hand and the perishing probability vector is given by pn 

at the end of the (n+l)-st period from the final period, 

and an optimal policy follows. 

(remaining period) n+l n n-l 2 1 

(perishing probability) 

Fig. 1. 

Using these notations, the following recursive relations are derived by the 

principle of optimality: 

(1) 

(2) 

(i=l, ... ,I, n=l, ... ,N. m=O, ...• M). 

where VO(o,o)=V.(O,o)=O. 

If there are n periods remaining. m units of goods are on hand. the type 

i customer is appearing. the perishing probability vector is given by pn-l, 

and j units of goods (j=O, ... ,m) are sold to the customer, then the immediate 

expected reward to the decision maker is given by R.(n,j) and the maximum 
"/.. 

- . n-l 
total expected reward from the resultant state is Vn_l(m-J,p ). Hence equa-

tion (1) follows. Equation (2) is obtained since the number of utilizable 

goods at the beginning of the n-th period from the final period has a binomial 

distribution with parameters m and l-Pn . 

It should be noted that an optimal policy is presented if the recursive 

relations (1) and (2) are solved. 

3. Structure of Optimal Policy 

We can find an optimal policy if we solve the equations (1) and (2) re-
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cursively. Unfortunately we cannot solve them explicitly in general. So we 

develop some properties of an optimal policy. 

As was shown in the previous paper [3], the value of j that maximizes the 

braces of the right hand side of equation (1) is the optimal number to be sold 

to the type i customer. To determine one of the optimal policies we define 

k( . n-1 n,m;-z"p ) as the smallest value of j that maximizes the braces of the 

right hand side of equation (1), that is, 

. n-1 k(n,m;-z"p )=min[t; max . - . n-1 {R.(n,J)+V l(m-J,p )} 
-z, n-j=O, ... ,m 

- n-1 =R.(n,t)+V l(m-t,P )]. 
-z, n-

Using this notation it is the optimal 
n-1 

policy that allocates k(n,m;i,p ) 

units of goods to the type i customer when there are n periods remaining, nl 

units of goods are on hand, the type i customer is appearing, and the per

ishing probability vector is given by pn-1. 

If pn=(O, ... ,O), then the model is just the same as discussed in [3]. We 

introduce the 
. n-l Vn(o;-z"p ). 

Lemma 1. 

Proof: 

- n following lemma which shows the concavity of V (o,P ) and n 

- n n-1 Vn(m,p ) and Vn(m;i,p ) are concave functions of m. 

An easy calculation yields 

(V (m+1,pn)-V (m,pn»_(V (m+2,pn)-V (m+1,pn» 
n n n n 

2~ m m m-k k - n-1 - n-1 =(l-Pn) lk=O(k)Pn (l-Pn ) [rO(n)«Vn_1(k+1,P )-Vn_1(k,P » 

-(V
n

_
1

(k+2,pn-1)_V
n

_
1

(k+1,pn-1») 

~ I . n-1 k. n-1 +l. lr.(n)«V (k+1;-z"p )-V (;-z"p » 
1-= -z, n n 

n-1 n-1 -(V (k+2;i,p )-V (k+1;i,p »)]. n n 

n-1 . - . n-1 
Note that Vn(m;i,p )= max 

j=O, ... ,m 
{R.(n",J)+V l(m-J,p )} is concave with 

-z, n-

- n-1 respect to m if V l(o,P ) is concave since R.(n,o) is a nondecreasing con-n- -z, 

cave function. These facts and the concavity of V1 (m;i)=Ri (l,m) prove the re-

su1t of this lemma by induction. Q.E.D. 

The following theorem presents the mono tonicity of the optimal number of 

goods to be sold to the customer with respect to the number of goods on hand. 

The result seems to meet with our intuition that the more units of goods are 

on hand the more units of goods should be sold. 
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Theorem 1 . . n-l . n-l . n-l 
k(n,m;~,p )~k(n,m+l;~,p )~k(n,m;~,p )+1 

. n-l for n~l, ... ,N, m=O, ..• ,M-l, ~=l, •.. ,I, and any p 

This theorem is proved similarly to Proposition 2 and Theorem 3 in [1], since 
- n-l 

R. (n, ") and V 1 ( " , p ) are concave. 
~ n-

One may conjecture that the optimal number to be sold increases as per-

k . n-l k . n-l ishing probabilities increase, that is, (n,m;~,p )~ (n,m;~,q ) for 
n-l n-l 

p =(Pn-l'··.'Pl)~q =(qn-l,···,ql)· But the conjecture is not always true 

as seen in the example of Section 4-2. We present a sufficient condition 

under which the conjecture is satisfied. First we need the following lemma. 

L 2 If -V n-l - n-l > ( / ( ) - ( n-l emma. n-l (m,q )-Vn_l (m-l,q )= (l-Pn ) l-qn) AnVn_l l,p ) 

and R.(n,m)-R.(n,m-l)~«l-p )/(l-q »A R.(n,l) for i=l, ... ,I and some A~, 
~ ~ n n n~ n 

then 
- n- n - n n n V (m,q )-V (m-'l,q)~ V (l,p), where q =(qn,···,ql)' p =(Pn,·.·,Pl ), n n -nn 

n-l n-l 
q =(qn-l,···,ql)' and p =(Pn-l,···,Pl )· 

- n-l - n-l Proof: It should be noted that V l(k+l,q )-V l(k,q )~ n- n-
- n-l - n-l «l-p )/(l-q »A V l(l,P ) for k=O, ... ,m-l by the concavity of V l(",q ) n n n n- n-

and the assumption of this lemma. Also that 

V (k . qn-l) (k' qn-l) > ( • qn-l)_V ( . qn-l) n +l;~, -Vn ;~, ~n m;~, n m-l;~, 

=rnax{Ri(n,jO+l)-Ri(n,jO)' 

- . n-l - . n-l} 
Vn_l(m-JO,q )-Vn_l(m-l-JO,q ) 

~«l-p )/(l-q »A max{R.(n,l),V l(l,pn-l)} 
- n n n ~ n-

for k=O, ... ,m-l where jo=k(n,m-l;i,qn-l) since the equality of the above ex

pression follows from Theorem 1. Therefore we have 

- n - n ~m-l m-I m-l-k k 
Vn(m,q )-Vn(m-l,q )=(l-qn)Lk=O( k )qn (l-qn) " 

- n-l - n-l 
[po(n) (Vn_l(k+l,q )-Vn_l(k,q » 

~ I . n-l . n-l +L' lP.(n)(V (k+l;~,q )-V (k;~,q »] 
~= ~ n n 

- n-l 
~(l-Pn)An[Po(n)Vn_l(l,P ) 

~ I - n-l +L' lP.(n)rnax{R.(n,l),V l(l,P )}] 
~= ~ ~ n-

Q.E.D. 

Using Lemma 2, the following theorem is proved. 

Theorem 2. n-l 
If (R.(8,m)-R.(8,m-l»/R.(8,1)~rrt «l-pt)/(l-qt» for i=l, .. 

~ ~ ~ -=8 
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.,1 and s=l, ... ,n-l, then 

k( •• n-l»7,( .. n-l 
n,J;~,p ~ n,J;~,q ) for j=l, ... ,m and i=l, ... ,I, where 

n-l n-l 
p =(Pn-l"",Pl ) and q =(qn-l, ... ,ql)' 

Proof: It should be noted that if 

(3) - n-l - n-l - n-l - n-l Vn_1 (k+1,q )-Vn_l (k,q )~Vn_l (k+1,P )-Vn_
l 

(k,P ) for k=O, ... 

,j-l, h k( .. n-l»7,( .. n-l) t en .n,J;~,p ~ n,J;~,q since inequality (3) implies that 

(R.(n,jO)+v l(j-j ,pn-l»_(R.(n,k)+V l(j-k,pn- l » 
~ n- ° ~ n-
~(R.(n,jO)+V l(j-jo,qn-l»-(R.(n,k)+V l(j-k,qn-l»>o 

~ n- ~ n-

By the concavity of V (" qn-l) n-l' , 

(4) - . n-l - . n-l - n-l Vn_1 (J,q )-Vn_l (J-l,q )~Vn_l (l,p ) 

implies inequality (3). Therefore the theorem is proved if we show inequality 

(4) for j=m. Noting the assumption that 

~l . 
R. (8 ,m)-R. (s ,m-l)~(nt «I-pt) / (l-qt»)R. (s ,1) for ~=l, ..• , I 
~ ~ - =s ~ 

and s=l, ... ,n-l, the inequality (4) for j=m follows from Lemma 2. Q.E.D. 

It is remarked that (R.(n,m)-R.(n,m-l»)/R.(n,l) is decreasing with re-
~ ~ ~ 

spect to m and is less than or equal to 1 since R.(n,") is concave. 
~ 

n-l n-l Remark. If R.(s,") is linear for i=l, ... ,I, s=l, ... ,n, and p ~q , 
~ 

then the assumption of Theorem 2 is satisfied. 

Corollary. If there exist R.(m) and f(n»O such that R.(n,m)=R.(m)f(n) 
~ ~ ~ 

for n=l, ... ,N, m=O, •.. ,M, and i=l, ... ,I, and if (R.(m)-R.(m-l»/R.(l) 
~ ~ ~ 

~(l-Pn_l)/(l-qn_l)' then 

k( •• n-l) k( .. n-l). d . 1 I h n,J;~,p ~ n,J;~,q for J=l, ... ,m an ~= , .•. , , were 

n-l n-l n-l n-l 
p =(Pn-l,···,Pl ) and q =(qn-l, ... ,ql) with p ~q . 

If, in the example described in Section 2, R. (n,m)=o. R. (n+1,m) (0<0. .:"~l) 
~ n~ n--

for n=l, ... ,N-l, m=O, ... ,M, and i=l, ... ,I, then the first assumption of Corol-

lary is satisfied. 

4. Examples 

This section presents three simple examples. One of them deals with the 

case of linear R.(n,") and the others are represented by numerical values. 
~ 
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4.1. The case of linear Ri(n,·) 

Suppose that R.(n,j)=a(i,n)j for i=l, ... ,I, n=l, ... ,N and O<a(l.n)~··· 
'l. 

~(I,n) for n=l, ... ,N. In this case the optimal policy can be derived explic-

itly and has a simple form. 

Let g(n) (Z)=1'O(n)z+~:i=i1"i (n)max{z,a(i,n)} for n=l, ... ,N-1, 

_ n (n) n-1 n 
go-O, and gn(P )=(l-Pn)g (gn-1(P » for n=1, ... ,N-1 where P =(Pn"",P1), 

Also let i"'(n,p
n

- 1)=minU; a(i,n»g 1(pn- 1)}. Then one can easily show that n-

. n-1 k(n,m;'l.,p )= 

m 

o for i<i*(n,pn-1). 

Now we examine some properties of the optimal policy. From Remark of 

~1 ~1 ~1 ~1 ~1 
Theorem 2, k(n,m;i,p )~(n,m;i,q ) if P ~q , where P =(Pn- 1 , ... ,P1) 

and qn-1=(Qn_1, ... ,Q1)' In addition, if a(i,n)=a(i)f(n) (O<f(l)~"'~(N», 

(1-P1)/f(2)~(1-P2)/f(3)~·· '~(1-PN_1)/f(N), and Li=~1"i (l)~i=~1"i (2)~'" 
~ '\ I k .. 1 . N-1 ( ) 
~i=k1"i(N-1) for =1, ... ,1, then 'l.*(1)~'l.*(2,P )~···~'l.*(N,P ) see Appendix. 

The value of goods is not uniform in time and the quantity (1-Pn_1)/f(n) may 

represent the rate of uti.1izab1e goods measured in value instead of number at 

the beginning of next period. So the above assumptions state as follows: As 

the length of remaining periods is getting shorter, the rate of utilizable 

goods measured in value i.nstead of number at the beginning of next period is 

getting smaller and it becomes stochastica11y more difficult for the decision 

maker to find the desirable customers. Under these assumptions the monoton

icity of optimal number of goods to be sold to the customer with respect to 

the number of remaining periods is satisfied. But the monotonicity is not al

ways satisfied as will be shown in 4.3. 

4.2. Numerical example I 
Suppose that 1=3 and (1'0,1"1,1'2,1"3)=(0.01,0.49,0.3,0.2). Also Ri(n,j) 

(assumed to be independent of n) is defined in Table 1. It is shown that 

k(2,4;2,(0.2»=2ik(2,4;2,(0.35»=1 and k(2,4;3,(0.2»=2ik(2,4;3,(0.35»=1. 

This concludes that the optimal number to be sold to the customer is not al

ways a monotone function of the perishing probability. 
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4.3. Numerical example IT 
If 1=3, (r

O
,r

1
,r2,r

3
)=(0.2,0.3,0.3,O.2), R1(n,j)=j, R2(n,j)=2j, and 

R3(n,j)=4j, then we have i*(l)=l, i*(2,(0.2))=2, i*(3,(0.2,0.2)):=2, 

i*(4,(0.99,0.2,0.2))=1, and i*(5,(0.2,0.99,0.2,0.2))=2, that is, 

k(5,m;1,(0.2,0.99,O.2,0.2))=0~k(4,m;1,(0.99,0.2,0.2))=mik(3,m;1,(0.2,0.2))='0~ 

k(2,m;1,(0.2))=0~k(1,m;1)=m, which shows that the optimal number to be sold to 

the customer is not always a monotone function of the number of remaining pe

riods. 

Table 1. R. (. ,j) 
'Z-

~ 0 1 2 3 4 

1 0 100 100.4 100.7 100.9 
2 0 120 128 128.4 128.6 
3 0 150 160 165 165.3 

5. Conclusion 

We considered a discrete-time finite horizon sequential allocation prob

lem with perishable goods. In Section 3, it was proved that the optimal num

ber to be sold to the customer is a nondecreasing function of the number of 

goods on hand. We also derived a sufficient condition under which the optimal 

number to be sold to the customer increases as some of perishing probabilities 

increase. In Section 4, the optimal policy was obtained explicitly for the 

case of linear expected reward. Some numerical examples showed that the op

timal number to be sold to the customer was not always a monotone function 

either of the number of remaining periods or of the perishing probability. 

It is a future problem to find an ap·propriate condition which guarantees 

the monotonicity of the optimal number to be sold to the customer with respect 

to the number of remaining periods. 
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Appendix. 

If a(i,n)=a(i)f(n) (O<f(l)~" ·~(N)). (1-P1)/f(2)~(1-P2)/f(3)~"'~ 
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(l-PN_l)I!(N), and \. klr.(l)<\. klr.(2)< ••• <\. klr.(N-l) for k=l •... ,I, then L.~= ~ :;;;d.~= ~ = :;;;d.~= ~ 

i*(1)~i*(2.pl)~ ••• ~i*(N,pN-l). 
Proof: Note that the appendix is obvious if we show 

(5) 

To show (5), we need the following Lemma: 

Lemma 3. If O<a(l)~···~a(I), O<!(l)~···~(N), and Li=~ri(1)~i=~ri(2)~. 

··~i=~ri(N-l) for k=l, ... ,I, then g(1)(z)~(2)(Z)~ ••• ~(N-l)(Z) for any z. 

Proof of Lemma 3: Let b(l,n)=max{O,a(l)!(n)-z}~O, and b(j,n)= 

max{O,a(j)!(n)-z}-max{O,a(j-l)!(n)-z}~O for j=2, ... ,I. Thus 

g(n)(Z)=ro(n)z+Li=~ri(n)max{z,a(i)!(n)} 

=z+L. lIr.(n) max{O,a(i)!(n)-z} 
~= 'Z-

~+Ii=~ri(n) max{O,a(i)f(n-l)-z} 

=z+Ii=~ri(n)Lj=~b(j,n-l) 
=z+Ij=~b(j,n-l)Li=~ri(n) 
~+\. lIb(j,n-l)\. ~r.(n-l) 
- L.J = L.~=J 'Z-

=z+Ii=~ ri(n-l)max{O,a(i)!(n-l)-z}=g(n-l) (z). 

We employ an induction to prove (5). It is obvious that 

1 
O=gOI!(l)~l(P )1!(2). 

Assume that 

(6) n-l n 
g l(P )If(n)~ (P )If(n+l). n- n 

Then we have 

n+l (n+l) n 
gn+l(P )1!(n+2)=(1-pn+l )g (gn(P »I!(n+2) 

~(l-Pn)g(n+l)(gn(pn»I!(n+l) 

~(l-Pn)g(n+l)(gn_l(pn-l»I!(n+l) 
(n) n-l n 

~(l-Pn)g (gn-l(P »I!(n+l)=gn(P )I!(n+l), 

where the second inequality follows from the assumption (6) and the mono ton

icity of g(n+l) (.), and the third from Lemma 3. Q.E.D. 
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